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"THE PETURA'TION OF PEULU4 AND GYROSCOPE INSTRUMM-S

BY ACCELERATICG OF THE VEHICLE"

M. Schuler, fhysik. Zeitschr. t, 344(1923 .

in the following I will briefly discuss the effect of accelerations of a

vehicle on pendulum and Qro equipments and show how such disturbances can be

avoided.

In the past I was led to these considerations through the gyrocompass on

whose development I worked in association with Anschutz-.aempfe in Kiel. The

initiative for this work is due especially to a paper by C. Martieissen, in

which he calculated the errors of a gyrocompass due to North-South accelerations

of a ship.

In computing several examples, •Mrtiensesn ended up with very large errors

in the compass and concluded from this that the gyrocompass waa useless as a

true direction indicator for navigation. Therefore I poued the question: Can

acceleration errors of this kind be eliminated by suitable mechanization?

The answer is: Yes' And the solution is almost trivial. On the other

hand, it in so universally applicable to any arbitrary pendulum and any arbi-

trary gyro configuration that I take the liberty of presenting it here in brief

form. Naturally# the separation of gravity and acceleration is impossible;

nevertheless, by the construction of a mechanical apparatus which is subjec¢t

to the influence of gravity, one can so choose the parameters that only such

torques can act on the apparatus, when accelerated, as it requires for the

* Physik Zaitschr. 2, 535(19L6).
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ohange of its state of notion so that the condition of equilibrtum is main-

tained permanently.

I will not lead the reader along the cloudy way through the equations of

the urocompass which I had to follow myself, to find the solution, but I will
begin with the simple pendulum.

The equilibrium position of an ordinary simple pendulua is not affected

by vertical accelerations. On the other hand, it is set into oscillation by

horisontal accelerations of its supporting point, oven if it had previously

hung at rest. For example, as soon as a railroad train in set in motion, a

pendulum haning in it is thrown backwards. In addition a change in the direction

of motior is Bufficient to produce a strong deflection of the pendulum, even if

the speed remains unchanged. Obviously it would be otherwise only if the pendu-

* lum had a length equal to the earth's radius. Then one could move arbitrarily

over the surface of the earth without having the pendulum thereby disturbed in

the least. For its bob stays always at the center of the earth and hence at

rest. Actually, the earth is not exactly a sphere but an ellipsoid. Strictly

speaking, the pendulum suet have a length equal to the radius of curvature.

This is somewhat different at different latitudes, and at the Euator too the

radii of curvature in the East-West and North-South directions are not quite

equal. However# the differences are only gagnitudes of the second order, so

that in the following discussion the earth can be assumed tW be a sphere.

Naturally such a siaple pendulum is unrealisable, although one can achieve

the same result with a yhysical pendulum which has the same period as a simple

pendulum of earth's radius length. This yields the condition:

Tz2v 84 minutes (1)

For proof examine Figure 1. The vehicle ioves with an arbitrary velocity
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V in the plane of the paper. Farther lets

R a radius of the earth

M a angular velocity over the earth

v a R.cau velocit~y of the vehicle

RON.•- = acceleration of the vehicle (2)

S= momnt of inertia of the Iy#sioal pendulum

A = suspension point of the physical peInduluma

S a center of gravity of the physaical pendulum

a a distaznce suspension point - center of gravity

z rotational velocity of the peondulum

From this there results

T 2 period of the pondulum (3)

and

i.e. because of the acceleration, the peondulum zperiences definite changes of

its rotational velocity.

AA

VV

Fig. I

fi-
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An observer on the earth considers a peuLm at rest only if the rotational

velocity of the pendulum always equals the rotational velocity of the earth's

gravity vector, i.e. uAýoA. If nov at the beginning of the vehicle's motion the

pendulum is at rest and hence this condition is satisfied, then this is still the

cae f v w a However by B)juations (2) and (4) this requires:

This condition is always satisfied for the case Y=O; that Lso If the vehicle

moves with uniform velocity in a definite planet then every pendulum is on equal

footing. Disturbances cannot arise. However, if accelerations of the vehicle

oeeur, then

mist hold, otherwise the condition is not satisfied. The period of the pendulum

is by Uquation (.3)s

T = 2wr\J = 84 minutes

Such a psndulum, if it once coams to rest, remins always in iti equilibrium

position and indicates the plumb liPe which pevails at that •areticular place on

the earth's surface regardless of how the vehicle moves. Such a physical penlu-

lv ist howeverp also not realisable, for even with 20,000 kg and 4 a radius of

gyration only a 0.6 micron displaenment of the center of gravity would be obtained.

At this point, Nature, through the laws of the gyro, oces to our aid, and

I nintain that a gyrot which is kept in its equilibrium position by gravity, is

not displaced from equilibrium tb arbitrary motions on the surface of the earth

if it has a period of 84 minutes. In additLon, the configuration of the gyro is

completely isaterial. The only requisite is the correct choice of the period.
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Lisop this is the only possibility for eliminating the effect of accelerations.

I will prove this with two eimples: A wr with a vertioal asde (a *gyro

psodulaO or "artIfi•ial horisonP ) and a gyro with a horisontal aids (a "yro-

oompass").

A pro with a vertical axis is shown in Fig. 2. The mro rotor turns

I

Fig. 2

in two bal bearings B.3 and B2, The suspension point, which is designated 1V

A, forms a point or a ball so that the gyro pendulum can swing froely in any

direction. S is the center of gravity of the pendulum, a the distance of the

suspension point from the center of gravity. Hence# for an angle of inclination

Swith respect to the verticalp the gyro axde is drawn to the vertical direction b1

the gravitational mocent uag sin P. If the gyro is driven 1'q a motor and held at

a constant speed of rotationthen It has a definite momntum J. and the pendulums

b1 the laws of gro action follows a conical surface with the psri.4ag

T a 2vw (6)

We will now for a moment ignore the rotation of the earth in order to avoid

-I -
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the carrying along of constant terms in the calculations. An before, any velocity

v of the vehicle corresponds to an angular velocity W of the line to the center

of the earth. In order for the gyro to ausum this rotation, a torque in the

perpendicular plane mst be applied to it, which can be calculated by Eq. (7):

mga sin A. = WJ cos P, (7)

One can see this best from Fig. 3. The angles w and I1 form a spherical

Fig. 3

triangle, in which is perpendicular to •. From Eq. (7) one can calculate

for each velocity v the corresponding equilibrium position of the gyro:

tan P. = * -+

The differentiation of this equation gives, with sufficient accuracy, for

small angle P1 t

On the other hand# the acceleration forces act on the suspension point, while

the gravity forces act on the center of gravity. There results a torque on the
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in the plans of the angleo..

This torque causes a precession of the gyro in the plane perpendiecular to

w and hence in that of the angle P, which in given by:

= 2m ~(9)
J dt

If now, with an acceleration of the vehicle, the precession of the ro Mis

alwys equal to the change of the equilibrium position, then the gro cannot go

into oscillation, i.e. for

the equilibrium is maintained. Dpations (8) and (9) give for this special case

the condition

For 4 fL. G this equation is alwys satisfied. Home for the case of uniform

rotation, every gyro pe••ulum satisfies the condition. Howver, if accelerated

motion occurs, then

must be true for equilibrium to exist. But that means, if we recall Equation (6)

for the periods

T = 27T 84q minutes

Cim sees from the form of the equation that this is the only possible solution.

*If a different value for the period is chosen, then disturbances to the pr must

always appear. On the other hand it is immaterial in what sense the gr is
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rotating and whether the center of gravity lies above or below the point of

supports since both J and a occur only as the square. A top which dances

on its point is therefore completely equivalent to the gyro pendulum shown in

Fig. 2, if only its cone of precession is traversed in 84 minutes. According to

this principle one can construct an artificial horison. To be sure, the gyro

axis would be always inclined to the vertical at an angle P1 which can be

calculated from the velocity of notion. For the gyro of 84 minute period one

obtains:

The greatest part of this angle arises from the rotation of the earth, since

the g does not differentiate between the velocity due to earth rotation and

the motion of the vehicle over the earth. For the Squator one calculates, e.g. :

PA a 3020'

This is already a completely observable angle.

If one wishes to avoid the calculation of this correction, he can use two

identical gyros of which the first rotates in the right hand and the other in the

left hand sense. Then P, would be pos4tive in the first case and negative in the

other case and for the average the angle w would be eliminated. Thus we would

obtain the true plumb line. On the other hand the difference of the two angles

is proportional to the velocity of the vehicle with respect to inertial space.

Finally, I come to the most complIcated case: The gyro with horisontal axis

which finds application in the gyrocompass. The configuration is shown in Fig. 4.

The gyro (K
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Fig. 4

which turns on the ball bearings (L and ,1)t is driven by an eleotric induction

motor (I) and is oooapletey inolosed in a cap (B). The Sr system is suspened

from a hollow ring (P) of iron which floats as free of friction as possible in

* sercury, so that the gyro axis is held alvays in a horisontal position by the fores

of gravity, since the center of buoyanc (A) of the float lioe a fixed distance a

above the center of gravity of the system (S). The rotation of the earth acts on

such a gyro so that its position of equilibrium in along the mridian. Thise gyro

swings back and forth about this equilibrium position until it is brought to rest

by an added damping device. The course can be read on the rose (P) on which the

direction of the gyro axs is designated N-S. The oscillation period of suck. a

gyro compass about the meridian is Sl)

T = 2v M1T;;;I c Cli

u is the angular velocity of the earth's rotation and i i the geographic

(1) c.f. F. Klein and A. Sosmerfeld, "On the Theory of the Gyroscope#" Vol. IV.
p.
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latitude.

I claim now that a gyrocompIas operates free of perturbations only with a

period of oscillation of 84 minutes. The proof can be demonstrated in a marnne

similar to that given previously for the gyro pendulum. However, now the output

angle of the •ro, which one must observe, lis in the horisontal plans.

The equilibrium position of the gyro compass on a moving ship is turned

through an angle S with respect to the N-S direction as shown in Fig. 5, which

represents a view of the horisontal plaum.

zIS/

U Ru Cos

Fig. 5

Ru coo is velocity of motion due to the earth's rotation only. • this

"the compms is aligned in the N-S direction.

If now there is added the ship's velocity v at a course angle of, indicated

on the compassp then the compass positions itself perpendicular to the resultant

of both velocities. There results a course errors

sin j a-OL Q( (o12)

Thi anle epeds nlyon the motion of the earth and the ship but not on the
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construction of the So compass.

On the other hand an acceleration- in the direction of the gro axis

causes a turning moesnt in the vertical plane and thereby a precession of the

gro in the horisontal plane. The angle of precession ./<is given by the following

equations

ma, Y dt
sinA N~

The integral is evaluated for us by Nature. If we masure time from the

departure of the ship, then

To YN dt =v cogm e

is equal to the velocity of the ship in the direction of the gyr axis. Then

* finally we obtain:

sin,4 = MR cooat(

If equilibaium is to continue,, thinxc. 0 must hold. From this there resultst

aga u cooy

i.e. an oscillatory period of the gyrocompass of 84 minutes. This necessary con-

dition, to be sure, can only be fulfilled for a single geographic latitude since

the period depends on the cosine of the geographic latitude. Hence one tunes

the compass to a man geographic latitude at which it would be normally operated.

The Sre oopase is to be built according to this rule by the German firm# Ansohuts

and Co., as well as by foreign firms, as a result of r- proposing this condition.

In Fig. 4 one recognises that the float is pulled down over the gyro in a peculiar

way. The purpose of this is to obtain Just that lowering of the center of gravity

which gives an oscillation period of 84 minutes. In comparisono as I well know,
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an artificial horizon has still not been successfully built which possesses the

full 84 minutes oscillation period. The longest periods which I have yet obtained

in the laboratory are about 30 minutes. iNevertheless, only puely technical

fabrication difficulties have to be overcome. Once the way is found to attain

the goal, it would soon be possible by the proper gyro configuration to realise

the ideal.

It was shown above that a gyro horison with two counter-rotating gyros also

indicated at the same time the velocity of the vehicle. And an aviator's ideal

would be attained if he had an undisturbed pendulum and at the same time could

read off the velocity of his motion. The gyro compass gives him the direction of

his motion. This is simply the E-W line of the compass rose. A difficulty arises

here in that the earth's rotation must be taken into aocount since the flyer wishes

to know only his velocity with respect to the earth. The gyro equipment, however,

gives the total velocity and he must subtract the earth's motion from it in order

to obtain the velocity of the aircraft with respect to the earth. But to do that

he must know the direction and inclination of the earth's axis. To make these

determinations with a magnetic needle is completely unfeasible since the accuracy

is not sufficient by far. There remains only the employment of star or sun

measurements. To do that, however, the flyer requirest

a chronometer

an apparatus for measuring angles

an almanac with the precalculated star positions

the gyro pendulum which serves as an artificial horison

Thus it is clear that the flyer requires the same aids as the seaman for his fix,

only the latter uses the sea as a horizon while the flyer requires an artificial
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horizon. To wish to do more e.g. to compute the velocity from acceleration

forces is a completely impossible undertaking. For the difficulty Iios In this -

that the direction of the earth 's axis must be determined, and this is clearly

only possible by observation of the stars.

The great significanco of an artificial horizon is this - that with its

help a position fix can always be made. Thus it is possible on an aircraft, Just

as nov on a ship, to carry out true navigation with determination of drift and

with course correction. It is to be expected that, in 20-3C years, flights from

&urope to America will be no rarity. Such great distances can only truly be

covered if good navigation is guaranteed by a gyro horizon. It is to be hoped

that the construction on the above principles of an artificial horizon of suf-

ficient accuracy can be accomplished in a significantly shorter time. Also such

an equitpzont would be of great value for shipboard use, for then it would be

possible to obtain position fixes with a poorly visible water horison or at night.

In conclusion, if the above obtarvations are collected, the interesting re-

sult appears that, onrly for a characteristic oscillation period of 4 minutes,

do the various mehanical apparatuses considered undergo no perturbations by

arbitrary motions of the vehicle. Herein lies clearly a general law which perhaps

reads as follows:

A mechanical sintem capable of oscillating, on whose center of gravity a

central force acts, will not be excited into oscillation by arbitrary motions on

a spherical shell about the center of force, if its oscillation period is equal

to that of a pendulum of the length of the sphere to radius in the effective force

field. To be sure, I mast pass up the general proof of this law. In this work
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I have developed proofs only for the most important typical configurations, The

difficulty of a general proof can be recognized from this - that for the individual

systems completely different initial equations must be used as a basis. The

principal equations are assembled in convenient form in the accompanii4g table.

TABLE OF PRINCIPAL EQUAIC.1

I. Physical Pendulum 2. _Zro Pendulum 3. Gyrocompass

T 27T T = 27T mga T ,Tmga u oos

dP jd sind= v coo in
Ru Col

dp = RMI hwin~A= .Lvcs
dt =dt=

for d = dw1 for dl =dA2 for = -

R R
mga g ing U coo~-'

In the case of the simple pendulum the law is obvious from inspection. For

the physical pendulum the rotation of the earth's radius vector in the direction

of motion of the vehicle yields the conditional equations# while for the gyro

pendulum the deflection angle in the vertical plane perpendicular to the motion

is the decisive factor. In the case of the gyrocompass, on the other hand, the

precession of the gyro in the horizontal plane must be compared with the course

error of the compass.

It is perhaps significant for human activity that 1 was led through computation

from the compltaWed and involved equations of the gyro compass to the knowledge

of these simple and clear relationships.


